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3SHAPE LAUNCHES TWO NEW SOLUTIONS FOR LABS 
TO DO SO MUCH MORE DIGITALLY 
 

Introducing our first ever 3Shape Lab Management Software and the 
new dual model 3Shape F8 lab scanner 
 
Copenhagen, February 23, 2023 – Today at LMT® LAB DAY® in Chicago, 3Shape introduced 3Shape 
Lab Management Software (LMS) - its first-ever lab management solution, as well as an all-new dual 
model 3Shape F8 lab scanner.    
 
“This is a huge step for 3Shape. We are now helping labs to manage their business more efficiently. 
The new 3Shape LMS will significantly streamline a lab’s everyday work with its tight integration to 
our Dental System CAD design software, TRIOS, and client-communications applications,” says Rune 
Fisker, 3Shape Senior Vice President for Product Strategy.      
 
“At the same time, with the introduction of the brand-new 3Shape F8 lab scanner and its open-
shaped design, labs can now work faster as well as scan articulators upright, triple trays, die-in-
models and much more, quickly and accurately,” he adds. 
 

3SHAPE LAB MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE 
 
Today, many dental labs still manage their cases and clients manually. From emails to post-its, 
messages from dentists and staff can be found (or sometimes lost) anywhere in the lab, complex 
restorative workflows are unnecessarily cumbersome due to poor integrations, and communication 
challenges with clients are common. 
 
Now, in the very same way that 3Shape has helped labs to optimize and digitize their design and 
production workflows with our award-winning CAD solutions, we introduce a cloud-based Lab 
Management Software to help them run their business more efficiently and digitally as well. 
 
3Shape LMS provides integrated workflow management for all types of cases, digital as well as 
analog. It empowers dental labs to be more efficient in their everyday tasks and to nurture client 
relationships built on better customer communications and improved tracking of orders, cases, and 
invoices.  
 
MAKING EVERYTHING EFFORTLESS 

 
Three ways 3Shape LMS will help dental labs to manage their business: 
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1. ORGANIZE EVERY CASE - 3Shape LMS saves labs time by managing all digital and analog cases 

in a single, simplified, and compliant system so labs can meet their deadlines easier.  

 

2. TRANSFORM EVERY CLIENT RELATIONSHIP - Designed for transparency, 3Shape LMS helps 
you manage your doctors’ expectations and effortlessly collaborate with them using 
communication portals and a smartphone App. 

 

3. STREAMLINE EVERY TASK -  3Shape LMS reduces a lab's administrative and data entry with 
efficient management of production lines, billing, and integrated workflows with TRIOS and 
Dental System. 3Shape LMS can be used in the lab or remotely. 

 
3Shape LMS is available in two versions: 3Shape LMS Essentials and 3Shape LMS Premium. 3Shape 
LMS Essentials, which focuses exclusively on case management, is available globally from May 2023. 
and is free to use. 3Shape LMS Premium, which will include case management, client communication 
and lab efficiency tools such as billing and production scheduling is available from today in a limited 
open beta version for select regions. 
 

 
Discover more about 3Shape LMS here: https://www.3shape.com/en-us/software/lms 
 

DUAL MODEL 3SHAPE F8 LAB SCANNER 
 
Today at LMT® LAB DAY®, 3Shape also introduced a brand-new model in addition to its award-

winning lab scanner lineup: the dual model 3Shape F8 lab scanner.  

  

The 3Shape F8 lab scanner provides labs with unparalleled productivity via incredible scan speeds 

and requires minimal hands-on interaction with the scanner from technicians.  

  

Scanning workflows with the 3Shape F8 shows a more than 20% increase in speed when compared 

with the 3Shape D2000 lab scanner.  

 

The 3Shape F8’s leading workflow speed is paired with efficiency through the intuitive magnetic 

place-and-scan open scanner design and auto-start feature. In short, it takes no time to start and 

then complete scanning. 

 

 

The 3Shape F8 is 3Shape’s most versatile and intuitive scanner to date. It enables labs to 

provide a complete range of quality services for their doctors through new workflows like 

upright articulator scanning, one click scanning, triple tray impression scanning and die-in-

model scanning.    
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3Shape F8 highlights: 
 

1. MORE EFFICIENCY – Reduce technicians' hands-on time with the intuitive place-and-scan 
design. 

  
2. MORE VERSATILITY - Deliver a complete range of quality services to your doctors with less 

effort.  
- Scan articulator in upright position 
- Triple tray impression and die scanning in one go 
- Die-in-model scanning and all-in-one scanning 

- Scan accuracy – 4 Microns (ISO 12836) 
 
3. MORE SPEED - Stay on top of your caseload with lean, automated scan-to-design workflows. 

 
 

Discover more about the dual model 3Shape F8 lab scanner here:  https://www.3shape.com/en-
us/scanners/f8  
 

The 3Shape F8 lab scanner is presently available in the USA as of today, and in the EU from March 14, 
2023. Please contact a 3Shape reseller, 3Shape representative or check 3Shape.com for availability 
and purchasing.   
 
MSRP:  
$24.900 in USA 
€23.500 in EU and Switzerland  
 
About 3Shape  
 
3Shape was founded in 2000 by two people determined to unlock opportunities in 3D digital technology. From two, we’ve 
grown to over 2,000 – and from our beginning in Denmark, we’re now present in over 100 countries around the world.   
 
Our singular purpose remains the same – to advance and connect medical professionals and patients.  
We drive progress in digital dentistry with groundbreaking, industry-recognized scanners for clinics and labs. And connect 
dentists and technicians with software workflows that just flow. We advance and coach professionals on every step of their 
digital journey – helping to truly elevate the customer experience.  
 
Our impact is reflected in the results we achieve. Every second of every day, our award-winning products restore the 
confidence of a patient. Decisively going beyond products, we bring ongoing training and education that not only helps 
professionals stay relevant, it puts them ahead of the game.   
 
We actively advance and connect dentists and lab technicians – the people who are the backbone of the industry.  
Advance. Connect. Together.  

www.3shape.com  
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3Shape LMS 

 
 

 
3Shape F8 lab scanner 
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